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Nero@& r+rukdiq art? presented on the cardin invariants of spaces with eight kinds of bases5 
the m-t general of which is countable small rank. Ibe bases are of finite, point-finite, subinfinite, 
an’rit co~nt-ab~e (small) !a-&, and the invariants include cellularity, character, (net) weight, spread, 
and here&&y Lind&f-here&tar& separablte d gree. l?or example, it is shown that if a regular 
spa& with a base of svbintrnite rank is compaet, or has the countable chain condition, w is a 
LaBnev space, it. ii fitit cauntabfe [hence, for La&rev, metrixable); and that if it has countable 
spread, then it is her%ditarily Cindeliif [true also for a base of countable small rank). Sclme 
m~trixation theorems, and theorems uqing eonsequences af Vartin’s axiom, are also presented. 
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Corollaries are the addition formula for weight, and its consequence that a space 
which k the countable union of separable me&able subspaces and has a base of 
subinfinite rarAc, is metrizable. Next comes: 
TReorsm 2. If X is a spre with a base of subinfinite rtmk, thm x(X) s c(X). 
Hn both of these theorems, we make use of the theorem in partition c&uIus, 
due to Ramsey bn the case K = O, to Dushnik and Miller otherwise: 
Theorem 0. (For a prwf, see [IO] or [X2].) Every infinite cardind K satisfies 
K --+ (K, W)‘. 
(The notation will be explained in Section 3 .) 
This theorem, which was so useful in [7], is also used to show: 
Theorem 3. Every cowtpact space with a base of sub~nfinite rank is fimt muratable. 
It is also used, viz3 Theorem 2, in the proof of: 
Tl)mmm 4 EL-WY Laimc space with a base of subbzfbite rank is first countable 
and hence rnetrizable. 
1n [ 171, it was shown that every topological space of countable spread has a base 
of countable small rank, and that every topological space of caliber NI, (hence 
every separable tcpological space) with a base of countable smalli rank ie lof 
countable spread. For thosr with knowledge of the famous S- and Lspace pdhs~~, 
and that problem, this will akeady hint at some connection between small r~~ok 
but r%e connection bccotiles really apparent ,with: 
in which every open cover has an 
(X)~s(X)s!:L(X), 
ipn vvftnement of
Plrqdam. is there a separabh: space with a base of countable small rank which is 
not tiidelaf? 
This problem itself has been recently soived by S. TodorEevi6 and ,I, Baumgarf- 
r&r, wlkti &i@w& that under PEA @strengthening of MA,,) there are no 
However, +his leaves COpen the Ggeneralized~ S-space problem’, whether there can 
be a space X satisfying hd(x) < hL(X), and we will see in Section 3 that it has a 
simihw- trasnslation i  terms of small rusk, It is also important o realize that certain 
kilt& of S+qqee~ .can be desmyeb by weaker axioms. A famous result of Szentmik- 
l&sy is that under axiom x [this and other axioms will be defined in Section l] 
t.berie are no compact S-spaces, Theorem 7 shows no set-theoretic hypotheses are 
necessary 3f, in the above, problem, ‘countable’ isstrengthened to‘subinfinite’. And 
the following theorem shows that sn even weaker axiom than x is equivalent to 
a negative solution to the above problem when “sr~# is dropped: 
Theo&m 8 ( -I &). Every separable spucet with a base of court table rank is hereditarily 
Limkl&~ hereditarily separable, and jrst cuuntable. 
That she first conclusion of Theorem 8 implies (hence is equivdent to) 14 is 
due: to I%. van Douwen [4f, as will be expl&ed in Section 4. The third conclusion 
is soiilewere between ~j’ and 1& in strength, as is the: statement of Theorem 11 
below. MI e do not know what the status of the second eanclusion is, 
Another theorem equivalent to -a& is: 
ThMtik~ ‘9 ( 7 4). Every spke of countable spread with a base uf countable rank is 
hereditarily LindeEf. 
The conclusion is not so strong here because rank and small rank do not have 
as direct a bearing upon LindeJtiiE spaces as they do on s~?arable ones. In [17] 
there is a base condition equivalent to a space being hereditnrily Linde.liif, so we 
could ‘translate’ the‘ I&pace p@obleni (whether there: is an hl, space which is not 
hS) into a problem on base conditions, but it does not seem to lead anywhere. As 
r~~~ern is still uns02ved. We have only 
uses 
This theorem can actually be obtained under weaker hypotheses (i3 fach it>, is
equivalent o SH), but the proof we give using X is by *far the simplestY . 2 l7: 
We give ‘some xamples to show why 2’ and 14 cannot bealtogether Gdi*r$ed ,- ,‘~. 
with, and show how ~1 allows us to rep &e ‘s&infinite with ‘cmuntabl~’ in, so&z 
resulti of Section 2. Most noteworthy perhaps is: 
Theorem 11 ( 1 -J>. Let X be ti space with a base of countable rank. If X &as ‘a 
countabke network, then X is met&able. 
Theorem 1:2 (X). If a compact space of cowntible eelMar@ has a base of countabk 
small rank, then it is hereditarily separable14 andhereditarily LindelGfi 
‘..“45 s,* .‘I” M-t rrC *ha axioms mentioned in this paper are variiatiofis on a single theme, as 
are most of the proofs. We hope this will make. the paper mtlre readabie than most 
articles of such length. 
The results of Section 2, and the first two in Section 4, are due to the first author. 
The rest of the results in Section 4, and those of Section 3, are dire to the second 
author. 
1. Notations and axioms 
We will adopt the notation of Engellcing’s text [S] to denote the cardinal 
invariants, except hat we use s(X) instead of he(X) to denote the spread of X, 
1.1. DefinMom. Let X be a topological space. 
(i) c(X) = cellularity of X = suck : there is a collection of K disjoint open 
SUbWS~ of X) l 0. 
(ii) d(X) = density of X = min{K : there exists a dense subset of X of cardinaiity 
K)‘O. 
!iii) L(X) = Liriddiif number of X = min{K: every open cover of X has a sub- 
cover of cardinaiity 2~) * we 
(ivj w(K) = net weight of X = min{K : there exists a network for X of cardinal- 
ity K)W. 
(v) mv (AT) = rr-weight of X =min(rr : there exists a w-base for X of cardinality 
K)‘W. 
(vi j t(Xj =: tightness of X = min(ic : if A is a subset of X, the3 every point in J% 
6.2. Notatbta. Let X be a set, J$ a collection of subsets of X, xt E X 
d(x)={AEd:XEA), 
ordx 4 =T Id(x)l, st(x, d, = i_Jd(x). 
i.S. De&~&#ou. A collection d of subsets of a set X is 
(i) fixed if m # 0; 
(ii) inc~mpar&e if for no two mep.rbers A 1 f AZ oi .d is it true that A 1 c A 2; 
(iii) ~~~e&&bl~ if each member A of d contains an element not in any other 
member of J& 
&b. &&&iou. Let rz be a (finite or infinite) cardinal member. A collection ti of 
subsets of a set X is of (s;rrall) rank Gn at x E X if every incomparable (resp. 
irreducible) subcollection ofd(x) is of cardinal <n ; of (mall) rank SIZ if it is of 
(small) rank sn at each point of X; of pint-finite (small) runk if it is of Ifinite 
(small) rank at each point of X; and of subinfinite (smalZ) rank if everv incompar- c 
able (resp. irreducible) fixed subcollection is finite. 
The articles referenced in the first paragraph of the Introduction give examples 
to illustrate the distinctions between these concepts. Inparticular, every metric s’pacc 
has a base of subinfinite rank, whereas having a base of finite (small) rank n is 
equivaIent tobeing af di,mension <n - I in a metric space. A dificult and important 
theorem of Gruenhage [7] is that every compact space with a base of paint-liinite 
rank is metrizabie. The best we can do for subinfinite rank is Theorem 3 above: 
the lexicographical@ ordered unit square has a base of subinfinite rank (Example 
2.14) but is not even of countable cellularity. 
1.5. Not&W. The symbol 
K’*(~I, A*)2 
where K, A1 and h2 are cardinal numbers, tands for the following statement: giiven 
a set A of car inality K and any partition {PI, I?} of its doubletons into two 
equivalence classes, either there is a subset A1 of A of cardinality A 1, every 
doubleton ‘from which is in PI, or there is a subset AZ of A of cardinality AZ, evlery 
doubleton from which is in P’z. 
Some ~8 these statements are t 
ca$e! ~~=K-TRJ,A~===(I~~)~s 
The following axioms are clearly arranged in de order of strength. The 
; is easily shown to follow from the p order version of MA, 
wt in [1 I’,? where muc:h information about these zu&ns cati be found); 
it is not known whether it is acrually weaker than MA,,, nor on the Other hand 
wlhether it implies 2’() = 2H1. 
X’: Every ccc poset is of precaliber Kl. 
X: Every ccc poset has propel’ty IL 
(Caution : Some authors use Z to denote what we call axiom RY but our notation 
is much less confusing.) 
SH (Sousiin’s J-IypothGsis): If l,T, G) is a tree, and (T, 2) has thr: ccc, and r has 
no uncountable chain, then T is countable. 
A tree is a poset in which the collection of alt predtxessors of a% rnerx&ex is
Jvell-ordered. Any counterexample to SH is known as a &us&r me, Obv3~usly, 
for a tree, the concepts of linked subset, cerrtered s&se& and &tin (totally 
ordered subser) coincide, as do the concept*0 of ‘incompat&Je’ and ‘incorn- 
patible’ for any pose& (T, 2) for which (T, s) is a tree. Especially if we look at 
U’, a), the foPlowing axiom (pronolanced ‘ own’) sounds much Pike the negation 
Iof SH: 
(1): There exists an uncountable collection of subsets of w such that every 
ascending chain (by inclusion) is finite and every incomparable subcollection is 
countable, 
By taking complements, one arrives at an equivalent axiom if ‘ascending’ is
replaced by ‘descending’. 
We will mainly be concerned with the negation of this axiom, which we often 
lection of subsets crf o, {A,: tx <a), SU& 
nd A,\Ae is finite whenever cy < j!#, and such that eyery 
ion is countable. 
airr in such a coltlcction isfinite, so that (r) implies 
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kin Out the similgrity between it and these poset 
e fOUawing well-knowq ry=suIts, in which the &Glarity 
Let (P9 g) be a pmet such that every incompufabfe s&et is fhl’e, 
If S i$ di s&et of P such that ISI = K, then there is a chuirz C r: S 
&Wb If (pl,pdC S, put {PI, p2) in Pot I if either pl sp2 or p+pl; put (pn, p2? in 
Pot ]tl ~t.ht~~i~e. There “An be no infinite subset of S such that every doubleton 
subset is in Pot IX. fience there must be a subset of cardinality K such that every 
doubleton is in Pot I; in other words, a chain. 
1JL Cb~itpry. L+et (Pv 6) he Q poset such that every incomparable subset is finite. 
If S is an uncountable subset of P, then there is an uncountable chain C c S. 
In a similar way? one can prove an analogue of Property K, with ‘incompatiMe’ 
in place of ‘incomparable’ and ‘linked subset’ instead of ‘chain’. But we will have 
nb tieed of this result. 
2. Spaces with bases of eubln&dte rank 
Our first theorem has to do with networks, that is, collections of (not necessarily 
open) sets which otherwise satisfy the conditions of baqes: for every point x and 
every open set U containing xs there is a member A cjf the collection such that 
x 6 A c U In 1959, Arhangel’skij showed that ne: weight equals weight for compact 
spaces (see [S]) and later extended this to the class of all p-spaces [l]. Theorem 
1 says tha! this is also true for topological spaces with bases of sagbinfinite rank. 
hoof of Theorem 1. Let 98 be a base of subinfinite rank and let JV = {A, : G < K) 
be a network of cardinality K in X We wish to show X has a base of cardinality 
K. For each EY u xS Jet ==; (B e $B: A, 6: 8). We will be done as soon as we show: 
ere is a subfamily k of dB, such that b I sz K and every 
ome member of b. (Indeed, every mber of 3 is in 
I*: a < K} is easily seen to be a base: given x G X and an open 
U containing x, pick first BV then A, then B’ so that x E -4 c B” c B c U) 
ne CT e K, itE is tffu 
which contains no 
choose (for ovary p C K’) 
K -f in plac: of K, there is 
This coroll<xy gives a much simpler proof than the one in [6] of Ne f&towing 
fact: every separable space with a base if @~ini-finite rarnk i!~ me&&& ~ndeedS 
one need! on:y observe that such a space is a countable union of classed ?$par@$e 
[6, Theorenc 21 spaces with bases of finite rank, and each of these is ;letrizable [‘7S 
Theorem !5.3]. Compare the proof of Corollary 5.7 in 17). 
The worx! ‘separab’le ‘ cannot be dropped from Corollary 2.1 (c). Heath’s tangent 
V space [S] is a Moore space which is the union of two metrizabte subspaces and 
has a jxiform rank 2 base (cf. [P;“:), yet is not met&able. Another example of this 
sort is the ntriichael line, which has a rank 1 base (cf. [al]), hence is paroacompact, 
and is the union af two me&able subspaces. 
The follouving coned ~ * -* was introduced by Arhangel’skij [A& 
2. nsfinite sequence {x,: a < 7) of points of a topological space 
X is Q free sequence of length 7, if, for every cy < r, 
cl{&: p <u}rxl(xg: @Qr}=~. 
Gbvi~usly, every well-ordering of a closed iscrete q&space gives 8 free seqwmce, 
and every free sequence has a discrete subspace as its undei!ying set, The concept 
of a free sL:~QWenc~t is veryuseful in analyzing compact spaces. 
r every topological space 
sequence of length K} 9 o. 
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1Lppoof, If X is discrete, this is obvious, Let be a base for x, of subin$FinitC rsnk, 
and let x be a nonisolated point of X suc3 that x(x, X) = K. For each QC <: K, awe 
choose Vu, We E B(x) using regularity SO that: 
(iv for every @ < dy, Wfi\Va # 8, .” 
[iii IT& C &. 
. ^ 
.e~‘-$(-- , . 
;As before, using Ropasition I! 3, there is a strictly decreasing sequence { V& : y 9 
K} of If%. Similarly, there is a. subsequence of the (r,‘s so that (ISVa,, : p, <: K 
stri&y &xreasing. For: tiot&onal con\ienience, let e/L = V&& and define 
analogously for all p <x. 
NQW {W;\V;+, : p C K} is a disjoint cdhection of open sets. It f&o 
x(X)-(X)* 
Sor eyery &J C us pick x& E W:\~;+I. We will show that {x4: p +C K) is a free 
sequence. Fh 7 C K. $in& {XW : ;e C y) n W\ = 8, and @: e Vi, we have cl(x, : p (: 
tp)n rt’, = 0. Also, (21,: r~c * v) c.= W’, Since this holds for every v < K, (x,: p < K) is 
a free sequence. 
2.5. CWQ&~WY. Ever~~ SJWC~ with Q b-use of subinfhite pank satisfying dze eountdde 
&ai~ c@rrdition (i.e. having countable cellularity) is first cowzta~le. 
For our next corolIaPy, recall that a n-base for a topological space Xis a collection 
J$ of open sets such that exh open subset of X contains a member of -ti. 
2.6. Corallarg. If X is a space l vith a base of subinfinite rank, then h?rw (X) =: 
WW(X) = d(X) = hB(X). 
RID& Obviously, 7tw (X) s x(X) l d(X) and d(X) 6 n-w(X) for all topological 
spaces, so that if X is a space with a base of subinfinite rank, then 
)w(X)ed(X)=d(X) 
and so nw(.X) = d(X). Since every subspace af X also has a base of subinfinite 
) =? hd(X), But hd(X) = d(X) for such spaces [6], so all four cardinal 
satisfied by aI Hausdorff s
Since L(X) s K, there is a CompIete accumulation pint j of S; th+i!; fv~ every 
neighborhood V of x, 1 V nSl = K+ (cf. [2it]). Since t(X)sK, we’ hq$ x E 
cl(x~:i~<@} for some B<K+, making it impossible for x to be in the cl&ure of 
(x, : CT 3 f3). This is a contradiction. ^ 5; I” 
From Propositions 2.4 and 2,& there follows immediately: - 
2.9. tion. If X is a qxzcce with 43 bczse of strbinfinitff rank, then x(X) s 
W) particular, if X is LindelCf, character = tightmss. 
The one-pint Lindeliifizaiion of a discrete space of c;ardir$l WI iu a ‘sp‘ace with 
a base of subinfinite rank (in fact, rank 1) and uncountable charatier. No such 
s example is possible for cusnpact spaces; this is the content of The&em 3. 
Proof af Theorem 3. It is sufficient tu show that a compact space with 8 base of 
subinfinite rank has countable tightness. But this follows from the theorem of [6] 
that every countably compact space with a base of subinfinite rank is c&q~~t, aird 
the folklore theorem that a compact space has countable tightiess if every.countabiy 
compact subset is compact. To prove the latter, let X be a compact space and let 
A c X. The subspace 
d = u(& B c A and B is countable! 
is easily seen to be countably compact. Thus d = A for all A c X, and so X is of 
countable tightness. 
2JO. Corollasy. Every Hausdorff space X of pointwise countable type with a base 
C+ subinfiniCe rank is first countabk. 
Proof. For a given .r cz X, let K be a compact subset of X such that x E K and K 
has a base {V,, = n E O} sf countably many neighborhoods in X. By Theorem 3, x 
is 8 Gs in the relative topology of K, and it easily follows~ that x is B Ge in %#ut 
every Hausdorff sp ce of pointwise countable type in which points 
countable [13. 
Its of this section, Ict us recall some d~finitions~ 4 sp 
never x E .& x E X, A E X, then there is ta, seq\ieficle from 
converging to x. A pace is cot(n tably bise&luentia 
uence: af sets in 
t X&4* 
(iii) X is sir+8~#&1; s 
(iv) ,x is of -Wti~ tigk&WSS. 
.y ‘ i ’ li s *- I: . 
(i) * (ii) -@ (iii) -a (iv) CleW, By TbQ 1, every count- 
countable. Hence if is of countable 
Proposition 8.71 X is countably b uential. 
In [13) it was shown that a La4nev space which is countably bis 
countable and bcnce met&able. Since evi cc is of countable 
(there *is an element&ry $roof from &e deli 
tion 2.1. * 
. l It is well horn that the lexicographically ordered unit square [25] its GJ 
sg~~m and that the co1 n of stil vertical intervals of the form lx = 
((x,0), (n, 1)) fOrms an uncountable family of disjoint open sets. (We use (. , . > to 
denolexwd~~~ pairs, ( l , a) to denott opn intervals.) 
In [14] it is shown that the Sorgenfrey line has a base of subinfinite rank. The 
constpuctian~of thidr base cab be ubled up’ to show that the subspace of thg: 
lexicographically ordered unit squ consisting of its top and bottom edges has a 
base of subirafinite rank; and from thenw it is a short otep t;r, show that the square 
itself has a base of subinfipite ran 
AS remarked in the Introduction, there remains open. what might be called the 
ar) space X such that 
even of S-spaces cori- 
i: help of e.g. the continuum hypothesis or the existence of a Soustin 
ether there is a space X satisfying h$(X) 6 hL(X) in 
dosed). 
a&y,, I#( Y) = 1 Y; for right$Qa.r&@!d space B$ and ‘icb is* n4M h~~~~,,.~~ 
that d( Y) G s( Y) also. But if K = s(X) and 1 Y! > IT, this imp@ d.()c)~4( J5j. W&E 
evwy smbpece of a right-separated space t-sep%t$mted, we have dlJT),c s(Z) G 
S( Y) for every subspace 25 of Y, hence h 
Everything said above (except for the C-indepndence elf S-spws) ~ret~Mns 
true if ‘!ef:t” is switched with %ght’ and ‘seprrrabte’ tith~CLitld&W and ‘d? ,with.%“. 
?J?rfortunaf.eiy, that is not trlme of the other restits of this section.’ We wiIj have 
many rezrl fis which tell us w&e nsf to Jook for w space X s&sfymg hd{X) < hLJ?K), 
but noi32 fcjr the reverse inequality. 
The countable case of the following proposition was showa in f17). 
32. Let X iQe a topdugical space. 
(9) If SC-X) = K, then every base for X is of small rank SK. 
. (b) If X hlas a base of small rank <d(x), tken s[X) s d(X). 
llection of subsets of X that is closed under finite union,- then 
the small rank of is the supremum of the cardinalities of itsitr&xib~~. MxoHee- 
spread of X is equat to the supre,mum of irreducibl& subc&ections 
for X Thus s(X) equals the small rank of y7 and (a) tis immediate. 
all. rank SK, and &! is an irreducible subcc&ection of $8, then 
oint is in >K members of SB. So if D is dense in X, 1~~41 s IDi9 K, It follows that 
6 101 p K, hence (b) is true. 
s a base ofsmall rank cd(X). 
Thus the generalized S-space problem is equivalent to that af whether there can 
exist a space X satisfyi (b) of Corollary 3.3, One result of this section is that X 
cannot have a base of small rank, and most of the other results will 
3.5. C~rq&q. Let X be a topolo&al space with Q base of finit? mull rank. ‘Wizen 
c(X) = six,. 
oat, Let @ be a base sf finite small rank for X. If D is a discrete cubspace of 
X, pi& fur each x E .E? a member of la which contains x and na other point of 11. 
The resulting subset of 98 has no proper subcover for its union, so any Y as in 
Propositiqn 3.3 has the same cardinality as DY implying IDI s c(X), 
Corollary 3.5 was proved for the countable case in [7], and it was Gown there 
that the Pixley-Roy hyperspace of R is a space with a base of point-finite rank 
such that c(X) = CO, s(X) = Y. So *finite’ cannot be replaced by ‘point-finite’ in 
Coroliary 3.4 even if ‘small is dropped. 
3 *, Let % be Q collection of open sets, of finite srnarll rank, in a 
tcqdogical space X Of sprecdd SK. 37hm is u stdbcollection w of % of cmdindity G K 
such that (IV: IV c’ W’) covers t)%. 
roof. By Proposition 3.3 we may assume there exists x E X such that % = St(x, 9Y), 
i.e., that $I is fixed. Let Vo be any member of %. With V’ deiined for all p <(x, 
l.et a/, be a member of $G which contains apoint outside the closure of U{ Vs : p c (Y). 
The process ts s with 8 collecticm V = {V, : CY C T} where T is the least ordinal 
such that the closure of u( Vu: ~1 C 7) covers U%. Since the set of ail 
p < a} is a disjoint collection of open sets, the cardinality of T is SK. 
else itself 
3.8. Corolbry. If x is a ace with +a base pf finite small rank, then c(X) = s(X) = 
hL(X). 
Similar results were proved for subinfinite rank by G. Gruenhage [d, “I’heorcn~ 
2 and its proof]: 
Pm& That such a chain, with the indexing taken over from A!, is strictly ascending, 
is immediate from the hypotheses. Suppose & does not contain “a K -chain modulo 
some finite union at members of &.” We may then assume without loss of generality 
that for each member of &, there are K m&iibers uf ;sle which do not contain it. 
?‘he reaqx~ is fhoht, since* &f does not co&n a chain, of cardinality K, there are 
f&w& than K, &&b& which are kitdked in ‘*&xnost all’ other members3 Le., in 
all J&t’& c&$ k&&&s; VW+ can dekte su& exceptional members from S% and 
s& && the ‘$&&theses. 
“&en, there ‘is, & Aa, an elemenr: pO which is omitted by K members of &. Let 
A, = iii srid suppose APf has been d&ned for all i s n, tcs form an irreducible 
collection with pi E A,, but q E! A, for j 7c: i,Suppose further that here al 2 K members 
of 
Then J&+1 does not have “a K-chain moduk, any finite union of its mP-mbers.” 
Let A,,,, E s$ be such that A,,, -L l,JaB A, is in JI&+~, and contains ai?* element 
g,,.l which isomitted by K members of &,+I. Then if we define -SB,+Z in analugy 
with s&, it wiu also be of c;ardinqlity K. When the induction is completed, 
{A @,: it 45 w) is an irreducible collection. 
D Let % be an opea cover of X, and let ?f be an open refinement 
of %, of su’binfinite small rank, such that the closu-re of each member of %r is 
contained in some member of aI Let A be a dense subspaee of X, of cardinality 
K. Pick a sequence (V, : a < 7) of members of V such that Va contains a point not 
Tapis wfli gSe us 8 subcover of 44, of c 
no A, is in a finite 
3.14. 65em. If X is a space with a base of subinfinite smali rank, is h&X) = 
5 ‘(X)? In p&cular, iif X is separable, must it be hereditarily separable? ’ 
part of Theorem 7 is the countable case of this corollary; the first 
part is the countable case of 3.2(b). 
4. Some applic38tiolps of lbthdin’s axiom 
III this section we present several apphcations of the axiums ,mentioned in the 
Introduction as consequexes of MAwI. Sane will extend our earlier r&lts on 
spaces with bases of subinfinite rank to those with bases of c@unt+ble rj~k, and 
some will give applications to the S- and L-space problems. our‘ ‘first ‘result uees 
Z’. YL is possible to get by with weaker hypotheses [ ee below] but the proof we 
give is the earliest and by far the simplest. 
POOL Let 98 be a base of mite rank for a space X, and suppose X is not separable. 
Then for every cy c o 1, we can choose V, E 919 and x, E V, such that i?a n (x6 : ~3 C 0) = 
4). Let -T = {V, : a < Ok}. By %” Y contains an uncoun.#;abte centered sutiramily %V 
if X has countable cellularity. Since W is of rank tt, every incompit 
of W contains at most n members. Therefore, by Gxollaiy 1.6, 
uncountable chain W. If V,, V’ E %’ and a <#3, then V,\p# #f& SQ 
decreasing chain if one i. es c?vgr the indexing from K, If 
form V,\ p6 where Va E and Vs is the ‘first’ member of ifled in VtVe then 
one obtain m?y at’ cp)l disjoint nonempty open subsets of X. This is a contradic- 
tion. Thus le, and hence [7, Theorem 5.3) met&able. 
ry 3.5, ‘finite’ cannot be 
‘d 4lta&np& !!@4gtd: X) has .co~ntabjl~~-cell~a~~~,Tbe trace of B on Xn is of i 
raqk &ni !?$&a “is sepaprable; ,hence so ,is X ‘Also by f7, Theorem 5.33 each X, is 
met&able, hen&so is X, by Corollary 2.3. 
t j@qp?-&$~.,;~,& pi& Qyyqt ,$) ~~*,,req~e~~ome hypothesis beyond ZFC: if 
th&e is ~$&,tsli~~ &ee$ere $ a &&lita& Lindelgf space with a base of rank 
1. Recently, Ortwin FSster showed that Theo&& lo (and hence ProyK;sition 4.1) 
is, a+ally equiva@t. $0 -FH:: &shovW that if X is a space of ,.cquntsrble L;pread 
j ” 
wiih a bask of fini& rank that is n&t sqarabIe, then X hasa generalized orderable 
suwaee that *is not seppable. Such a subspace ishereditarily Lindeliif by Corollsrry 
325 and is thersfore’a~$ousliri line, It is well known that the existence of a Souslin 
line is equi+al&t o that of a So&in tree.” I^, . _ ,_--“‘/ 
44. propseitl~ (11). Let X be d rspce in which every open cover has im open 
&&m&t if cbatabl~ rank. If i% is sepca ruble, then X is Lbdeliif. 
Let @ b an o@n cover of X.and let Y’ be an open reinement of % such 
&Sire of each member of Y is contained in some member of $1. If $I 
hasnb c@untdble subcover, then we can choose by induction asequence {V, : a < wl} 
frond v such’thht eacn V, includes a point not in-the closure of any preceding Vs. 
Let Q be al, &&table dense subset of X and let B, = Q n V, for all LY. Then if 
& c BLh it follows that a G 0. Hence $8 = (B, : a < wl) contains no infinite descend- 
T(J), 3t follows that thtire is an uncountable incomparable 
, hens;; an uncountable incomparable fixed subcollection, contaa- 
dieting countable rank. 
A recent construction of van Douwen shows that ~(1) is indispensible to Propo- 
sition ‘4.2. Beginning with an uncountable collection 9l? of subsets of o in which 
W@Y~ incompaiable subcollection iscountable and every descending seqoencc finite, 
he made?the niembea of - the points of a zero-dimension non-Lindelaf S-space. 
A base for the space is all sets of the form [F, B]={B’e : F(=B)cBl WiMm F 
is a finite subset of o. It is easy ts see that, for any specific F, the collection of all 
sets of the form [FY B] is of countable rank, hence the entire base is of countable 
rank, 3) in the proposition below, while the rest follows from Proposi- 
tions and Corollary 3.3. 18 ~artich++m, ?f%eorem 9 is the implication 
(3) 4 (2% 
* IIke foliowin~ are 
Our proof of the second and third conctusions in Theorem 8 makes use of a 98 
h I 
with no infinite ascmdhg sequence. 
mf of Theorem 8, Let X be a separable space with a base Y of &W&h rank, 
and let Q be a countable dense subspace of X. 
First, suppose there exists p E X for which there is no cuuntable o@ Me, Then 
it is possible to choose, for each countable a, neighborhoods C& and Var G ‘pr 6t p 
such that none of the preceding VB is contained in U, and such that pa c U*. Hence 
if fi Car, V,\i?Y is nonempty. 
For each a let & = Q n c’,. Then B. c I3# implies j3 < QI, sa eveiy ascending 
sequence of B,‘s is finite. By 7 (1) and countability of 0, there is an uncountable 
fixed incomparable collection of Bcr’s, hence of Va’s, contradiction. 
Second, suppose X is not hereditariiy separable. Let Y be a non-separabie 
subspace of X, and define a sequence ba : Q! <WI) Of Ph@ of I’ Such tl‘Lat Ym L 
cl{y@: #Mew) for al1 a. For each a define V& 5)br such that y&e& and &n 
cl{y,: #3 c a} = II. Now go back to t”he beginning of the preceding paragraph! 
We cannot conclude that X is metrizable: the Sorgenfrey line is hereditarily 
separable and has a base of srtbinfinire rank [Is] but is not met&able, However, 
Theorem 11 gives one way of obtaining met&ability. 
&oaf of Theorem l¶. Let V be a base of countable rank and let {An: 59 E Q)} b a 
network for X. Sappose X does not have a countable base. Let VQ be my no 
member of V’, and let n (0) E o be such that A,(Q) c Vi& Suppose that 
have been chosen for all p c a, where a is a countable ordinal, so 
and so that if y <& then either 
(a) &(a$ VY or 
(b) V,\tj-- #0. 
Since { Vs: /3 <a} is not yet a base for XI there exists 
Ua containing pa such that no preceding Vfi is contai 
E Vo. Pick V,E:. Vand n(akn, so that 
Then if y < cy and Vv c v*, the11 p,$ VI and hence A, 
Suppose V, has been thus defined for each cou 
§,, = ((u: n(cu) = n). Fox-s lid9 *ci, is uncount 
is nonempty. 
2.1(c), we have 
If 2 indude 
. 
(00) = {A u (00): A is a cc&Ace sus t of A,“, for MUM a) 
of countable x~k for a 
spx, 50 nw, 7rw, how, 
b not fis~t countable, 
Kunen &awed thit under the oantinuum hypothak, the A, cm be choserr so 
for a free ultrafilter on a9 su that thi pace an k taken 
rabidity in the above theosembi, 
nesalkation of 
of cclfularit 
, ’ ,r.!.:?* ^ ,,\‘ _I 
4.1@. l!hmpk (0). Assuming the set-theoretic 8Xiw 0 (c% [22j), 8&mmptwr 
and Komjlhth ave constructed [3] a Boolean algebra with some amazingly Btrong 
properties. Its Stone space, a compact zero-diiensioti spa=, hdas the prqpezty 
that every incomparable collection of clopen sets is c~u@abl~,~&$.ny-~pa~ &X tit) 
this property satisfies hnw , U) = w. (This EouIaws easily frorr~ Theorem 3 of [3]* See 
also [20],) Thus the Stone space of their 8 bra is here&My sqmrabk; and lwma~ 
is of countable tightness. Wt this space is also the oneqoint compactiacation of
a locally metrizable space, and the extra point is not a point of &st countability. 
A fortiori, the space is not hereditarily Lindelriif. 
4.11. Frthlemh Does -3 $- imply that every compact (or Lindeliif) space of countable 
tightness with a base of countable rank is first countabli? 
We do Seem to come close to first countability with: 
Proof. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, with Theorem 10 in place of 
Theorem 1. 
If we assume the countable chain condition and compactness and use # instead 
of -11. WG can go atl the way, and we can get by with small mnta; this is implied 
hy Theorem 12, 
Proof of ‘I’h~rem 12, As remarked in [26] and [ 111, 37 is equivalent to the axiom 
that every compact space of countable cellularity has caliber &; that is, every 
point-countable collection of open sets is countable. As in the 
3.2, one can show that every space of cali’;r EC1 with a has 
rank is of countable spread. And Szentmiklbssy has shown thdrt iiom 
is implied by %‘) implies every compact space of countable spread is here&tar@ 
Eindell(jf and hereditarily separable. 
The example of a compact Suuslin line shows that xhe first canehmim is 
independent. Example 4.10 shows the second and third are also, even if ‘small’ is 
dropped. Both examples exist under 0 [cf, 221. 
Compare the f with Corollary 4.6, 
RvM (1) imp%s (2) by Pro ition 3.2. For the other impliccltions see Tlleorem 
12. 
US. Mm. (San ‘countable small rank’ be strengthened toe.g. ‘counrable rank’ 
or even *subinfinite rank’ (perhaps under even stronger set-theoretic hypotheses)? 
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